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Telugu
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Section type : Offline
Enable Mark as Answered Mark for Review and Clear Response : Yes
Maximum Instruction Time : 0
Sub-Section Number : 1
Sub-Section Id : 4390159
Question Shuffling Allowed : No
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Question Number : 1 Question Id : 4390151201 Question Type : SUBJECTIVE Consider As Subjective : Yes Calculator : None Response
Time : N.A Think Time : N.A Minimum Instruction Time : 0
Correct Marks : 30
ఈ ��ం� ఇ�� న �పశ� ��  ఒక �పశ� � 300 ప�ల� �� ���  �యం�.

1.��� �� �� �ప�వం - �గం�ల�ల అవసరం 

2. �ప����రత �శ� �రత�శం
Sub-Section Number : 2
Sub-Section Id : 43901510
Question Shuffling Allowed : No



Is Section Default? : null
  
Question Number : 2 Question Id : 4390151202 Question Type : SUBJECTIVE Consider As Subjective : Yes Calculator : None Response
Time : N.A Think Time : N.A Minimum Instruction Time : 0
Correct Marks : 25
ఈ ��ం� ఇ�� న స�����  1/3 ��వం�� ��ం� �యం� .ఈ సం���కరణ� త�న �� �క� �ట�ం�.(150ప��)

 
      అర�త అ� ��న సర� ���త� అ� ఒక ���న క� ��ం� �� కరణ�త� ��� న �ట. �� మన అర ��� ఉన�  �� ��
� స���  స���ం�. �పపం���  ������ ��తం� ఈ�� మన ��� ఉన�  �� �� ��ం�. ���న �ఙ� యం�
మ�మ� ఉన� ��� �పపంచం�� అ��  �ష�ల� ద�� ంచగ�� శ� � ఉం� అ������ . �� ఈ ����� అంద�
���� � ఇంట�� � �� � �క� వ��  ��ం�. దృశ�  �శవణ �ధ� మం� కం�� ట�, ఆం���� �న� �పం� అంద��
���ం�ం�. అ�� ఈ స��రం మన ���� � �వ��� �� దశ� �టవల� వ�� ం�. ���� ఇంట�� � వ� వస� ��క
అవస�ల �సం ���ం�. 1960వ దశకం� అ��� �న� ం ��ధ ��క �� వ�ల� ��ణర�ణ �సం, �ద� ం �సం, అదన� బల�ల
�సం స�����  �ంట� �ర�య��� ఈ వ� వస�� ��రం�ం�ం�. �కమం� ఎం� మం� �ం��క ���ల కృ� ��,
ఎ��  ప���ల అనంతరం ఈ �� మనం ���న�  దశ� ���ం� . �� 50 ఏళ� �బడ� వయ�� ఉన�  �� ఇ�వం� ఒక
�ం��క స��ర �ప�వం మన ���� వ��ంద� తమ �న� తనం� ఊ�ం� ఉండ�.
 
       ఆంగ �ం� ఇంట�� � అ� ప��� ���� అంత��లం అ� �ట ఎ�� వ� �� ���� వ�� ం� . ఒక ఊ�� ఇళ�� కలప���
�� ఉం�ం�. ��ల��  �ట� క����, �టల��  రహ����  క����, రహ��� ��య అంత���య రహ����
క����.ఈ �టల�� ం�� మనం ఒక �� � ��� అ� ఒక వల �� ఉం�ం� .అం�� ఇంట�� � అ� ప���  ����
అంత��లం� అ�వ�ం��. ఈ ఇంట�� �� అ� అం��� సంబం�ం� కం�� టర �� �ప�నం� �ం� ��� ఉం�� ఒక�
క ��ం��, �ం� సర� ��. మనం వ� � �గతం� ఉప��ం��� కం�� టర �� � ౖ �ం��  కం�� ట��  అం��. �త�ం స�����
�� ఉం� సరఫ� �� ��� సర� �� అం��. అ�� ఇంట�� � , �� ��� � అం��. �� �� , ఇంట�� �� అ� �ట��
ఒ� అర �ం� ��� ఉం�ం. వర�� �� �� �� �� అ�� �పపంచ�� ప�ం� �ప� ��� � �పం� �ల�  ఉం�న
స����� , కం�� ట� �� సర� ర � �� �� �ట��� ఉం�న స�����  అ�సం�నం �య���  �� అం��� �.
���  ���� వల��� అ��దం ���. �పపం���  క��న రహ��� ఇంట�� � �� అంత��లం అ�� ఆ
రహ��ల ���  ఉన�  చ�చర జగ��� సంబం�ం�న స�����  ��ం� ఇ�� � ��. �పపంచ �� ప�ం� ఈ స�����
��ప�ం ��� �� అ��, ���  �ప�రం ��� అంత��లం. ఇంట�� �, �� ల సహ�రం� ఊ�ంచనంత త�� వ �లం�
స�����  �ం���� ం.

     ఒక�� � సమయం ���వ��� ��, ఇష��న సం����  �న��� �� ��ర ��, స��రం �న��� ����.����
���, బ�� � �య��� ��� ఆ���. ఒ�� క�  ప�� ఒ�� క�  ఎల����� యం�తం అవసరమ�� �. �� ఈ��న ఈ ఎల�����
యం��� �� ప�ల�� ం�� కం�� ట� �ర� గ�� ప���� వ�� ం�. ఇంట�� � వ� వస� ��� �� �� అం�����
�వడం� �ట� మం�� ఇంట�� � �వ� అర���� అం����� వ�� �. ఇంట�� � స��యం వల� ఎవ��� ఎక� ���

�



స�����  ����  పంపవ�� �. స��ర� �� ఆట�, �ట�, ����, ���� ఏ�� పంపవ�� . ����
�����వ�� . �పపంచం� ఉన�  ����క ���  సంబంధ స�����  ����వ�� . �ఘం���, �త� సంస� ృ� అం���
����  �ందవ�� . �� ���, ���� ఇంట�� � �� � �� ����  �ర� ���న�  ఎ��  కం��� �పజ�� � ��� ��
���. ఈ �మ�� �  �స�ృత పరచడం� ఇంట�� � ఎం� స�యప��ం�.

   ఇక� డ ఒక �ష���  గమ�ం����. ఇంట�� ��  అ��� ఏ� ��. ఏ అభ� ంత�� ��ంచ�ం� ఇంట�� ��  ఏ
స����� � మం� ��� సంబంధం ��ం� ��ప�ం �యవ�� ,�� ���యవ�� . అ���� స��ర ��ష� �వం
స�జం �ద ప��ం�. ����క �ం��రం అ�న ఇంట�� � స���  ఉప��ం��ం� ������ , ���న స����
�ందవ�� . �����  ఆ�రం ���� ��� ��గం ���ం� �ష� ���� సంభ����.
  
  

Telugu Comprehension
Section Id : 43901510
Section Number : 2
Section type : Offline
Enable Mark as Answered Mark for Review and Clear Response : Yes
Maximum Instruction Time : 0
Sub-Section Number : 1
Sub-Section Id : 43901511
Question Shuffling Allowed : No
Is Section Default? : null
  
Question Number : 3 Question Id : 4390151203 Question Type : SUBJECTIVE Consider As Subjective : Yes Calculator : None Response
Time : N.A Think Time : N.A Minimum Instruction Time : 0
Correct Marks : 20
�షయ అవ�హన �పశ� �. అ��  �పశ� ల� స��నం ���. �త�ం ప� �పశ� �. ఒ�� క�  �పశ� � �ం� ��� �

ఈ ��ం� �ష���  అవ�హన ���� ��� సంబం�ం�న �పశ� ల�� �� స��నం ���.

    �నవ ��సం � చ��త� �� ���న� త ఉం� . చ��త రచన ��రంభ�న దగ �ర�ం� �నవ చ��త� ���
���న� త���  చ��త రచన ��ల� అంశం� ఏక ��తత ��. బ�� అ� ఆంగ � చ��త��� 1957� �స�� ఆ� ����ష�
అ� తన �స�కం� చ��త రచన ��� ం��, ���� అస�వ� స�ం� ఉండడం� చ��త �� అస�వ� స�ం �� ఉం�, అం��
�పకృ� ����� �న�ల� ఇ�� న �ప�జనం చ��త ఇవ� �క��ం�  అ� ఆయన అ���యప�� �. చ��త� ��స� ����
�ం�లన�  బ�� ల�� ం �ర�ర�ం�� ఆయన మర�ం��. వ��కరణ� చ��త ��స� ��నంత మ� ��స�రచన ���.



�� ర � �ప�జ�ల�సం చ��త వ��కరణ� ��నదం�� బ��. చ��త రచన �ం� ఇ�వం� వ��కరణ� క�����.

     చ��త రచన �త� పం�� అ�స�ం�ం�. �,��� అ� చ��త��� చ��త వ� � �, ��� ��, ��య ��ల �� ����న
��� �ప�ం� ��ళ, ఖ�ళ, ��క, ����న, మ�����క, జం� ,వృ�, ర�యన ���� ల� ఉప��ం��� �న��ల�
�ప� డ� ��ం� �పయ�� ం��. చ��త� ��స� బద��న ��� ంత ���ప�క ఏ�� � �యడం �సం ఇ.�.�� అ�
చ��త��� ���  అం�� �ప���ం��. �రంతర �న��ం�, అ�శ� త అం��, పరస� ర ఆ�ర అం��, �� చ� �
అసమ� � ��� హ�� , ��క �పగ� వం���� చ��త మ�ంత ����యం� ఉం�ంద� అ���యప�� �. న�న చ��త రచన�
���  సమస� � ఉ�� �. ���  అం�ల� అ�క ���న� త �వ� డం, ���  అం�ల� అల�  ���న� త�వ� డం, ��� ం��
�స� �ంచటం జ���ం�. 1914� �ద� �పపంచ �ద�ం �ం� జ��న సంఘటనల� ��� �� �� � �ం� సం����
��వ�ం��. �.� . �ల�  �నవ చ��త� ఆ�మ �లం �ం� తన �లం వర� ర�ం��. ప��త ���� �ం�న అం���
���తం� ���తక దృక� థం� ప���ం� �ప� డం �� � పద��. �� లం� చ��తనం� �ప� డం �ల�  పద��. ఈ �ం� పద���
చ��త రచన� న�న �����  ��ం��. ���� సమస� � ఉ�� �. ఒక రచ�త ���  అం�ల� అ�క ���న� త
క�� ంచడం, ���  అం�ల� అల�  ���న� త ఇవ� టం, ���  అం�� ప��ం��క �వడం జ���ం�.

    �నవ �ంస� ృ�క �����  �ప� డం న�న చ��త �ప��ం�ల� ఒక�.�నవ ��సం అం� �నవ �గ�కత అ�వృ��.
���� �గ�కత ఎ�� � ��రంభ�ం�, �న�� అ�వృ��� ఆ�చన� ఎ�� � ��రంభమ�� � అ� �ర ��ంచడం ��వ
కట�డం �� కష�మ�న ప� .

     జం��ల వ� �న�ల� ఉ�� �� ఉ�� �. �ఖ� �, తృ�� �ప�న ల�ణం� జం��ల� క����ం�. �న�� ఈ
�ం� ���ల� అ�గ�ం� ఒక అ�ర� చ�య�న గమ� ం �� �ప�����. ఆ ��హ� �న ఈ గ�� ��  �గ�కత అనవ�� .
�గ�కత ��ల � �ట��ద�� �నవ �ధ. �ధ ఉన�  వ� ��� అభ� �ం�న ��� అం�ల� అ�క సం�� �� అ�స�ం�
ఆచ�ంచడం వల� అ� �ం�క య�ర�ం� ������ం��. ��� �గ�కత అం�ర� ���స�.��.��� . �� అ�� � .
��క ��క �పగ�� �గ�కత అ� ఎమర� � �శ� �ం��. ���ం� ర�� � అ� ఆ��క ��� �� ��స� అ�వృ��, ��స�
��బ�� ��  �గ�కత అ� ��ం��. మ�� తన �����  �ందర� వంతం ���వ���, అర �ం ���వ���, తన దృ��
మరల� �ం� ��� �త� క ���� ���  �ంద��� స�జం� చక� � భ�దత ,అస�వ� స� ��� �� ప���� ఉం��.

     �నవ �గ�కత ��సం� చ��త�, చ��త అ�భ�ల� ���న� త ఉం�. ఒక� రచన ��లం� ��తం, కలం, ఆ�చనల
�రసత� ం గతం �ం� అం��న� �� �ధ� ��ం�. ఏ ����య ప��ధ� ఫ�త�న గతం ��� ��� �ద
��� ంచబ��ం�. గ���  అం�ం� చ��త� ���న� త ఉం�.ప��ధ�� �శద�� గ���  ప���ం� వర �����  అర �ం
���� భ�ష� �� ���ఖ� �ంచ�� ఊ�ంచ గల��.

     మన స�జం� �ఢ ��� �� ��� రం� �� ��� ఉ�� �. ��క� ����  కం� �� �ప�వం �ప��తం �� త� �ం�. ��
అ�� � తన �జస� ం�ల �ద ��� ����� � అ�� , ��న� ఈ��� �పజల �సం గ��� �� �పవ�ం�ంద�� , ���న
�� ఎవ� ఇ�� � నమ� �. ఏ� �ఢనమ� కం, ఏ� నమ� కం, ఏ� అ�భవ��నం అ� ���ద స� ష�త ఉం��. ఈ�� మన
��� �ల అ�ర�  �ప�జనకర సం�ప��ల� ఆశ� ర� ం� ���  �ర���  ఉన� ���, మన సం�ప��ల� �గ�కత�



త��� త�ల �� ఆ �వం�� మన��  �ర����. ��గ� �న��� మనం ఆ ���� ఆ�ంచవ�� .

Q1 �త� చ��త ����� ం���  ఏ� �ఖ� ం?

Q2 గతం��� అ�భ�� �గ�క��వృ��� ఎ� ఉప�గప���?

Q3 �గ�కత �ర� చ�ల� ���క�ంచం�?

Q4 .�నవ చ��త రచన ఎ�వం� ���� �రవల� ఉం�?

Q5 ��న� �ంగడం,అ�� � తన ��ల�ద ��� �యడం� �� ఎ� ప�గ����?

Q6 �గ�క సంఘం అ�వృ�� �ం�లం� స�జం ఏ ���� �న���?

Q7 చ��త వ��కరణ� ��ం� అన��� �� ���న �ం� ఉ�హరణ� ఇవ� ం�?

Q8 జం��ల,�న�ల ఉ�� ���  ఉన�  �� �గ�కత� ఎ� సహక�ం�ం�?

Q9 ���స�.�� ���  ��; ���ం� ర�� � �ర� చ�� � ఉన�  ��క �దం ఏ��?

Q10 .చ��త రచన� ���స� �� ��ం�న ���� �వ�ంచం�?
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Section Id : 43901511
Section Number : 3
Section type : Offline
Enable Mark as Answered Mark for Review and Clear Response : Yes
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Time : N.A Think Time : N.A Minimum Instruction Time : 0
Correct Marks : 30
Write an essay in about 300 words on any one of the following topics.

a. Political Morality
b. The world is full of irritants
Sub-Section Number : 2
Sub-Section Id : 43901513
Question Shuffling Allowed : No
Is Section Default? : null
  
Question Number : 5 Question Id : 4390151205 Question Type : SUBJECTIVE Consider As Subjective : Yes Calculator : None Response
Time : N.A Think Time : N.A Minimum Instruction Time : 0
Correct Marks : 25
Write a precis of the following paragraph in not more than 1/3 number of words of the whole passage. Also give an appropriate title. (150 Words)

When television is good, nothing—not the theatre, not the magazines or newspapers— nothing is better. But when television is bad, nothing is
worse. I invite you to sit down in front of your television set when your station goes on the air and stay there without a book, magazine, or
newspaper to distract you— and keep your eyes glued to that set until the station signs off. I can assure you that you will observe a vast wasteland.
You will see a procession of game shows, audience participation shows, formula comedies, violence, and cartoons. And, endlessly, commercials—
many screaming, cajoling, and offending.. True, you will see a few things you will enjoy. But they will be very, very few. And if you think I
exaggerate, try it. Is there one person in this room who claims that broadcasting can't do better?. . . Why is so much of television so bad? I have
heard many answers: demands of your advertisers; competition for ever higher ratings; the need always to attract a mass audience; the high cost of
television programs; the insatiable appetite for programming material—these are some of them. Unquestionably these are tough problems not
susceptible to easy answers. But I am not convinced that you have tried hard enough to solve them.
Certainly I hope you will agree that ratings should have little influence where children are concerned. And most young children today, believe it
or not, spend as much time watching television as they do in the schoolroom. Is there no room on television to teach, to inform, to uplift, to
stretch, to enlarge the capacities of our children? Is there no room for programs deepening their understanding of children in other lands? Is there
no room for a children's news show explaining something about the world to them at their level of understanding? Is there no room for reading the
great literature of the past, teaching them the great traditions of freedom? There are some fine children's shows, but they are drowned out in the
massive doses of cartoons, violence, and more violence. Must these be your trademarks? Search your consciences and see if you cannot offer
more to your young beneficiaries whose future you guide so many hours each and every day. 
You will get no argument from me if you say that that people would more often prefer to be entertained than stimulated or informed. But your
obligations are not satisfied if you look only to popularity as a test of what to broadcast. You must provide a wider range of choices, more
diversity, more alternatives. It is not enough to cater to the nation's whims—you must also serve the nation's needs.
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Read the below passage carefully and answer the questions that follows:

The 15-year-old reporter deleted the data from her phone and packed up her guitar as she set out to meet a guerrilla fighter in Myanmar. The
instrument was mostly a decoy, there to disguise her work as a journalist. She cleared the data from her phone to protect her sources in the event
of an arrest.
Greeting the fighter, she took out the guitar and strummed an old Burmese tune, The Sound of the Crane. When she felt safe, she started her
interview, quickly stashing the recording in a hidden folder on her phone after she was done. “Every time I go out to report, I always think that I
might get arrested,” said Khaung, who works for the Burmese literary magazine Oway. Like the other journalists in Myanmar interviewed for this
article, Khaung agreed to be interviewed only if her pen name was used, fearing repercussions from the military government.

Myanmar is now one of the world’s most dangerous places for journalists. For the first time, it is on track to be the top jailer of reporters,
surpassing China this year. Fifty-seven reporters are in prison there, according to the Detained Myanmar Journalists Group, an advocacy
organisation. At least 51 journalists are imprisoned in China, according to tallies from various rights groups.
Just two weeks after the military seized power in a coup last year, the junta in Myanmar created a new provision in its penal code called Section
505A, making it a crime to publish comments that “cause fear” or spread “false news.” Some of the country’s best known investigative outlets —
including Myanmar Now, DVB, Khit Thit, 7 Days and Mizzima — have since had their licences revoked. Hundreds of journalists have fled. The
reporters at Oway are now among the last remnants of a free press. “It is not easy to fight a gun with a pen, but I need to keep doing it,” said Aung
Sett, the publication’s 22-year-old editor-in-chief, who spoke on the condition that his pen name be used.
Aung Sett, a third-year political science student at the University of Yangon, has been in hiding ever since the army issued a Section 505 arrest
warrant against him. One of his partners, who was in charge of printing Oway, was shot and killed by soldiers while protesting the coup.
More than 140 journalists have been arrested since the military took power, mostly on charges related to Section 505A. Independent journalists



can no longer safely take out a camera or a notebook. Three reporters have been killed by soldiers, including one photojournalist who had covered
a silent protest in the city of Yangon last December and was tortured to death while in custody.
Last month, the junta sentenced Htet Htet Khine, a freelance television presenter who worked for the BBC, to six years in prison with hard labour,
saying her reporting amounted to “incitement and illegal association.” 
And the crackdown has not been limited to domestic reporters. A military tribunal sentenced Japanese documentary filmmaker Toru Kubota, 26,
to 10 years in prison last week. Kubota faced another trial on Wednesday on a charge of violating immigration laws. Danny Fenster, an American
journalist who contributed to Myanmar Now, was sentenced to 11 years in prison before being released three days later after Bill Richardson, a
former US diplomat, helped secure his freedom.
“The junta regime has effectively outlawed independent journalism in the country,” said Shawn Crispin, the senior Southeast Asia representative
for the Committee to Protect Journalists. The media in Myanmar did once enjoy a semblance of independence.
Thein Sein, Myanmar’s former president, scrapped censorship laws in 2011 as part of a broad programme to open up the country and move it
toward democracy. Creative expression flourished. Dozens of newspapers opened. 
Oway is a biweekly publication that specialises in reporting on youth issues and politics and does in-depth features such as profiles of striking
food delivery workers and attrition within the army. Nearly all its writers are in their 20s and 30s. 

Q1. What is the main theme of the above passage?

Q2. How do the reporters manage interviewing guerrilla fighters?

Q3. Why is Myanmar now one of the world’s most dangerous places for journalists?

Q4. What did the military government do to stop the newspapers from reporting after seizing power ?

Q5. Name any four News agencies whose licences have been revoked. 

Q6. Which newspaper is still in operation? What does it specialize in?

Q7. What did the new government of Burma do to the journalists?

Q8. What happened to a freelance television presenter who worked for the BBC? What was the charge against her?

Q9. Give two examples to show that it is not the domestic reporters alone who face the wrath of the government – foreign reporters are targeted as
well.

Q10. How did the previous government of Burma make efforts to move to democracy?


